During her three-month residency, Xiaoyi Chen discovered erratic blocks during a walk in the forest. These large rock masses, some of which are the size of houses, have been transported by rivers of ice and placed in dominant positions in glacial valleys or scattered over hills and plains. They bear witness to the glacier degradation that we can still observe today. Fascinated by the monumentality of these mysterious blocks, the photographer wishes to restore through her photography and videos the timeless power that they release.

****************************************
Exhibition at Théâtre du Crochetan – Monthey
September 8 to December 2, 2018
Monday to Friday from 9am to 12pm and 2pm to 6pm + show nights
VERNISAGE – September 14 – 6pm
An exhibition in partnership with Théâtre du Crochetan

****************************************
Installation as part of the Festival Images Vevey – Place Scanavin
From 8 to 30 September 2018
OPENING DAY - September 8
Opening of exhibitions from 11.00 am
Official ceremony at 5:30 pm
An installation in partnership with Festival Images Vevey